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DD skills with your dog and the ability to
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“read” what he is telling you.There are
two other components that each dog
must do successfully to qualify. He must
do a “climb,”which consists of getting
on top of the bales with all four feet.
Wide, wooden ramps are used to ensure
that even the tiniest dogs will have
access to the bales.The dog must also
go through a tunnel made of bales, and
the bale tunnel increases in length and
complexity of turns as the class levels
advance.The final component to your
run is the fact that it is a timed event,
and all these things must be done before
the judge announces “time.” If any of
these things are not done, or done
incorrectly, there is an NQ.—M.M.
Thank you, Marian, for an excellent

introduction to barn hunt. Part two
will be in the next Curly—Coated
Retriever column.
—Ann Shinkle, annshinkle@aol.£om
Curly—CoatedRetrieverClub of

America website: ccramrg

Flat-Coated
Retrievers
SeparationAnxiety
The Flat—Coat is a dependent,

excitable breed, very prone to
separation anxiety.Whining, barking,
and/or destructiveness in the absence
of the owner are signs of a frustrated
dog, which leads to an unhappy owner.
The key to controlling separation

anxiety is to always leave the dog
calmly, with a biscuit and a toy or
something to do, and always return
with calm control.
When returning to the crated dog,

enter the room the crate is in alone
(not accompanied by other pets or
people) and close the door behind you.
Say nothing to the dog, and busy your—
self around the room for a minute or
two at first, gradually longer, to get him
used to waiting. Go to the crate with a
collar and leash. Say nothing to the dog
while you unlatch the crate door, but
don’t open it.
Boundary—line train your dog by

opening and closing the crate door an
inch or two, quickly, repeatedly, 10 or
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20 times or until the dog is calmly
watching.Thengradually open and
close the doorwider and slower. Close
abruptly if the dog begins to come out
and start over.When the door is fully
open, put his collar and lead on as you
call him out, then have him stop and sit
(or stand if a show dog). Control him
with as many stops and turns every few
steps, both inside the room and out,
until he is under control.
Speak to him pleasantly in a low,

calm voice, but be careful to not allow
him to touch you.Touching you will
excite him as much as being played
with. Ifyou have trouble keeping him
from touchingyou, practice left turns
and circles left during training sessions,
and use themwhenever he is excited
about you.
Don’t allow any greetings with any

other pets or people or affection or
play from you until he has been calm
for 15 to 20 minutes.This will be time
consuming at first, but it will take less
time in a few days and will save you a
lot of time in the long run.
If you leave your Flat—Coat in the

house or a room, yard, or dog run, go
to rejoin him when you return, rather
than opening a door or gate and letting
him explode out.Walk into his area and
walk past him, speaking to him pleas—

antly in a low voice. Have him sit for a
biscuit while you put his collar and
leash on, and treat him as you would
when coming out of a crate.Or tease
him with a biscuit or toy, and throw it
to distract him.
Prevent explosive or bolting behavior

when you return, and you will have a
happier, healthier, less anxious Flat—Coat.

—SallyTerroux, 5jterroux@aol.rom
Flat—Coated Retriever Society of

America website: FCRSAinmirg

Golden Retrievers
Food for Thought
n the nineteenth century, asIgentleman farmers and sportsmen

kept breeding records of their canines
and began to exhibit the best of their
breeding stock, formal studbooks were
established within the canine
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community.Whenthese breeds were
eventually recognized by registering
bodies, such as the Kennel Club in the
UK, those studbooks (with a few
exceptions) were officially closed.
Today, by the definitions understood

by geneticists, all breeding of purebred
dogs, including those we call outcrosses
and line—bred, should be considered
inbreedingWhen breeders speak of
outcrosses, most believe that going to a
bloodline without common ancestors
in the previous four or five generations
is bringing in new genetic material.
Not so.
Historically, all of our Goldens go

back to Lord Tweedmouth’s Nous and
Belle,with most Goldens going back to
the famous American dogAm./Can.
Ch. Speedwell Pluto. And within this
confluence, over the past decade breed—
ers have created what might be termed
“genetic bottlenecks” through the
“popular sire” phenomenon.
One well—known pedigree specialist

in the Golden world has noted that Ch.
Misty Morning Sunset appears in the
pedigree of 95 percent of current show
Goldens, appearing as many as 500
times in a 16—generation pedigree. In
field bloodlines, NAFC/FC/AFC
TopbrassCotton and AFC Holway
Barty and other accomplished field-
trial Goldens appear in a multitude of
pedigrees (along with, of course, Nous
and Belle).

So while many may impugn the
efforts of those who create ill—planned
“doodledogs” and other mixed—breed
combinations, could there not be some
rationale or logic to the attempts of
serious, responsible breeders to create
new combinations that could postpone
or even prevent genetic dead—ends?We
now have the benefit of“clearance”
testing and the mapped canine genome
to help guide intelligent crossbreeding
decisions and the possibility that new
breeds might eventually be developed.
Consider the possibility that judi—

ciously crossbreeding animals could
produce healthy, trainable, long—lived,
nioderate—sized dogs to be ideal family
companions that can thrive in condos,


